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Remark V.1: Theorem V.1 shows that the technique in [13] can
be applied to the hierarchical problem considered in this paper
(strict optimality in the primary objective). The bound onL in
(26) implies that the resulting sequence of finite-dimensional convex
optimization problems are of low order [see (25)] which makes our
technique implementable, in contrast to the�-suboptimal approach in
the primary objective outlined earlier. This means that if a suboptimal
approach is taken with respect to thesecondary objective, the results
in [13] (adapted to the present case) imply that the minimization can
be carried out over a finite-dimensional subspace of fixed dimension.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper outlined a solution to a hierarchical optimal control
problem which combines anH1 cost in the primary problem with
anH1- or anH2-type secondary objective. Using an allpass dilation
technique and results from superoptimal interpolation theory, the
problem was formulated as a multidisk minimization in terms of a free
parameter of reduced dimension which can be tackled using standard
convex programming algorithms. Although the results assume a
single vector of external disturbancesw (see Fig. 1), an extension
to the more general case of two independent external inputs is
straightforward.

The results presented in this paper can deal with (strict) opti-
mality in the primary objective, in contrast to existing multiple-
objective techniques. These methods could be applied to the problem
considered here, by relaxing the upper bound from its optimal
level. Compared to this approach, our solution offers a number of
advantages: 1) It is known that near optimality the suboptimalH1

problem is numerically ill-conditioned [7]. Optimal approaches on the
other hand, circumvent this problem by reducing the dimensionality
of the optimal generator; 2) The present method makes the avail-
able degrees of freedom at optimality more transparent and leads
to a dimensionality reduction in the convex optimization problem
associated with the secondary objective [see (15) and (19)]; and
3) If a suboptimal approach is taken with respect to the secondary
objective, our method reduces to a convex optimization over a finite-
dimensional subspace of fixed dimension (see Remark V.1).
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LMI Approach to an -Control Problem with
Time-Domain Constraints over a Finite Horizon

S. Hosoe

Abstract—The discrete timeH1-control problem is considered with
time-domain constraints over a finite horizon. It is shown that a solution
of this problem can be obtained from a system of linear matrix inequalities
(LMI’s).

Index Terms—H1 control, LMI, time-domain constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, problems of designing controllers capable
of achieving both time- and frequency-domain performance specifi-
cations have attracted the attention of many authors. For instance,
a convex optimization approach for solving such problems has
been proposed in [1]–[3] (see also the references therein) by using
the well-known Youla parameterization of stabilizing controllers.
This approach has been further developed in [4]–[7]. There the
time-domain specifications over a finite horizon were described
by affine constraints on the first Markov parameters of the Youla
parameterQ(z) of the controller. Then, the exact fulfillment of the
frequency-domain specification in [4]–[7] is accomplished by using
the remaining freedom in the expression ofQ(z) and reducing the
problem into a standardH1-control problem [10].

The objective of the present paper is to combine the idea of [4]–[7]
with the linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach [8] to the standard
H1 control. It is shown that both the time- and the frequency-domain
constraints can be treated entirely within the framework of LMI.
As a result, the convexity structure of the problem becomes much
clearer. Furthermore, computational effort to get the solution can be
considerably reduced.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider the standard feedback configuration illustrated in
Fig. 1. HereP andK represent the plant and the controller, which
are discrete time-invariant linear systems. As usual, it is assumed
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Fig. 1. Canonical control system configuration.

thatP is stabilizable and detectable fromu andy, respectively. The
problem is to findK such that:

• the closed-loop system is stable;
• theH1 norm ofTz w (the transfer function fromwf to zf ) is

strictly less than. Without loss of generality, we will assume
that  = 1;

• the outputzt(k) corresponding to a deterministic inputwt(k)
(e.g., steps, ramps etc.) lies within a prescribed envelope over
a finite horizon[0; N ].

Notice that the first two conditions are the ordinary requirements in
the standardH1 control and the last one imposes the time-domain
constraint.

Let us denote the state-space representation ofP (z) by

P (z) =

nP m1 m1t m2

AP BPf BPt BP2

CPf Dff Dft Df2

CPt Dtf Dtt Dt2

CP2 D2f D2t DP22

nP

p1
p1t
p2:

(1)

The Youla parameterization of the stabilizing controllers is given by

K(z) = Fl(J;Q) := J12Q(I � J22Q)J21 + J11 (2)

whereQ(z) 2 RH1 denotes a free parameter andJ(z) is given by

J(z) =

AP +BP2F + LDP22F �L BP2 + LDP22

F 0 I

�CP2 �DP22F I �DP22

(3)
with F and L selected such thatA + BP2F and A + LCP2 are
stable. From (2) and (3), the closed-loop transfer functionsTz w

and Tz w (from wt to zt) are given by

Tz w = F`(Tf ; Q) = T11 + T12QT21 (4)

Tz w = F`(Tt; Q) = Tt11 + Tt12QTt21 (5)

where

Tf =
T11 T12
T21 O

=

2nP m1 m2

A B1 B2

C1 D11 D12

C2 D21 O

2nP

p1
p2

(6)

Tt =
Tt11 Tt12
Tt21 O

=

2nP m1t m2

A B1t B2

C1t Dtt Dt2

C2 D2t O

2nP

p1t
p2

(7)

and

A =
AP +BP2F �BP2F

0 AP + LCP2
; B1 =

BPf

BPf + LD2f

B1t =
BPt

BPt + LD2t
; B2 =

BP2

0

C1 = [CPf +Df2F �Df2F ]; C1t = [CPt +Dt2F �Dt2F ]

C2 = [0 CP2]; D11 = Dff ; D12 = Df2; D21 = D2f :

Notice that the structures of the matrices imply

C2A
j
B2 = 0; 8j = 0; 1; � � � ; 2nP (8)

and by (5) thez-transform ofzt is obtained as

Zt(z) = (Tt11 + Tt12QTt21)Wt(z) (9)

whereWt(z) is the z-transform ofwt.
Now let us represent an arbitraryQ(z) 2 RH1 by using the first

N Markov parametersQi and a new free parameter̂Q(z) 2 RH1 as

Q(z) = Q0 +Q1z
�1 +Q2z

�2 + � � �+QN�1z
�N+1 + Q̂(z)z�N :

(10)

Substituting this expression ofQ(z) and similar expressions ofTt11;
Tt12; Tt21; Wt(z) into (9) and expanding the result as a power
series ofz�1, an arbitrary element of the output vectorzt at time
k (0 � k � N) can be expressed in the following convolution form:

ak �

k

r=0

r

s=0

b
T
r�sQsck�r

whereak; bk; and ck are the constant scalars and vectors that are
determined byTt11; Tt12; Tt21; andWt(z).

Hence the time-domain specification in our problem can be reduced
to

lbk � ak �

k

r=0

r

s=0

b
T
r�sQsck�r � ubk k = 0; 1; � � � ; N � 1

(11)

wherelbk andubk are the upper and the lower bound of the envelope,
respectively.

Meanwhile, the frequency-domain specification is given by

kT11 � T12QT21k1 < 1: (12)

Notice that with (10) the transfer function on the left-hand side of
(12) can be represented as the closed-loop transfer function fromwf

to zf in Fig. 2. Thus by defining the augmented generalized plantT̂

as in Fig. 2, (12) can be rewritten as

kT̂11 � T̂12Q̂T̂21k1 < 1: (13)

Therefore, our problem can be restated as follows: Find stabilizing
Q(z) 2 RH1 or equivalentlyQi’s and Q̂(z) 2 RH1 such that
both (11) and (13) are simultaneously satisfied.

Note that the requirement̂Q(z) 2 RH1 imposes the stability
condition of the “stabilizing controllerQ̂(z)” for the generalized
plant T̂ . This is not a usual condition in the standardH1-control
problem and seems to cause some difficulties in determiningQ̂(z).
Fortunately, this is not the case. Indeed, the transfer functionT̂22
from û to ŷ equals zero, and therefore it is easily verified that the
internal stability of the closed-loop system in Fig. 2 automatically
implies the stability ofQ̂(z).
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Fig. 2. Augmented plant.

In the subsequent discussion, we will use the following state-space
representations:

N�1

k=0
Qkz

�k

z�N
=

nf p2
Af Bf

Cf1 Q0

Cf2 0

(14)

wherenf = Np2 and

Af =

O Ip O � � � O

O O Ip � � � O
...

. . .
O O � � � Ip

O O � � � � � � O

; Bf =

Op
Op

...
O

Ip

Cf1
Cf2

=
O QN�1 QN�2 � � � Q1

Ip O O � � � O
: (15)

From (8) and (14) the augmented generalized plantT̂ thus has the
representation

T̂ =

j  n = 2nP + nf ! j
Af BfC2 BfD21 O

B2Cf1 A +B2Q0C2 B2Q0D21 +B1 B2

D12Cf1 C1 +D12Q0C2 D11 +D12Q0D21 D12

Cf2 O 0 0

=:

Â B̂1 B̂2

Ĉ1 D̂11 D̂12

Ĉ2 O O

: (16)

III. LMI F ORMULATION

Now our plant is given by (16). To this plant, we shall use the LMI
result for linear discrete timeH1 control [8]. Notice that(Â; B̂2; Ĉ2)
is stabilizable and detectable. This can be easily verified sinceA is

stable by the selection ofF andL. Thus the necessary conditions for
applying the LMI result are already met.

From [8], it follows that, for any fixedQi’s, there exists a
stabilizing (and therefore stable)̂Q(z) such that (13) is satisfied if
and only if there are symmetric matricesR; S solving the following
LMI system:

NR O

O Im

T ÂRÂT �R ÂRĈT
1 B̂1

Ĉ1RÂ
T �Ip + Ĉ1RĈ

T
1 D̂11

B̂T
1 D̂T

11 �Im

�
NR O

O Im
< O (17)

NS O

O Ip

T ÂTSÂ � S ÂTSB̂1 ĈT
1

B̂T
1 SÂ �Im + B̂T

1 SB̂1 D̂T
11

Ĉ1 D̂11 �Ip

�
NS O

O Ip
< O (18)

R In+n
In+n S

� O: (19)

HereNR andNS denote bases of the null spaces of(B̂T
2 ; D̂

T
12) and

(Ĉ2; D̂21), respectively. In our problem, we have

NR =
In+n O

O NR1

O NR2

and NS =
NS2 O O

O In O

O O Im

(20)

where[
N

N
] andNS2 are bases of the null spaces of(BT

2 ; D
T
12) and

Cf2; respectively.
Hence

N
T
R1B2 +N

T
R2D12 = O

NS2 =

O � � � O

Ip � � � O

. . .
O � � � Ip

: (21)

Thus, considering the constraints for the time-domain together,
our problem becomes determiningR; S; andQi’s so that (11) and
(17)–(19) are satisfied. Notice here thatQi are not fixed but are
variables and that matricesCf1, and thereforeÂ, containQi’s. So
(17) and (18) contain products of the unknown matricesR; S and
Qi’s. This implies that the problem does not, in general, remain in
the realm of LMI.

Assumption:D21 (= D2f) is of row full rank. Its right inverse is
denoted byD+

21. Thus,D21D
+

21 = I.
We can obtain the following main result of this paper.
Theorem: TheH1-control problem with time-domain constraints

is solvable if and only if the LMI system consisting of (11) and

FR1RF
T
R1 � FR2RF

T
R2 � FR3F

T
R3 GR

GTR �Im
<O (22)

F TS1ŜFS1 � F
T
S2ŜFS2 � F

T
S3FS3 GTS

GS �Ip
<O (23)

R W�1

1

W�T
1 Ŝ

�O (24)

is feasible, i.e., it has solution(R; Ŝ; Q0; Q1; � � � ; QN�1) satisfying
(11) and (22)–(24) with

FR1 =
Af BfC2
O NT

R1A+NT
R2C1

; FR2 =
INp O

O NT
R1

FR3 =
O

NT
R2

; GR =
BfD21

NT
R1B1 +NT

R2D11
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and

FS1 =
AfNS2 O BfD21

O A �B1D
+
21C2 B1

FS2 =
NS2 ONp �n ONp �m

On�(N�1)p In On�m

FS3 = [Omi�(N�1)p �D+
21C2 Im1];

GS = [GS1 GS2 GS3];

GS1 = D12[QN�1 � � � Q1]� C1[TN�2 � � � T0]

GS2 = C1 �D11D
+
12C2

GS3 = D11 +D12Q0D21 (25)

W�1
1 =

Ip O O � � � O
O Ip O � � � O

. . .
O O � � � Ip O

�TN�1 �TN�2 � � � �T0 In

(26)

where

T0 = �B2Q0

Tk = �

k

s=0

(A�B1D
+
21C2)

k�sB2Qs; k = 1; 2; � � � ; N � 1:

(27)

Notice that when the problem is feasible, the computation of theQ̂(z)
can be performed exactly in the same way as stated in [8], usingQi’s,
R; andS; whose relation withŜ is given by (28) below in the proof
of the theorem. Then substitutinĝQ(z) into (10), the controller to
the original problem is given by (2).

One of the immediate but interesting consequences from the above
result is the following.

Corollary: Suppose thatQa(z) andQb(z) are the two solutions
to theH1-control problem with time-domain constraints (11) and
thatzta(k) andztb(k); fk = 1; 2; � � � ; N �1g are the corresponding
outputs to a given inputwt(k); respectively. Then there exists a
controllerQ(z) giving the output�zta(k) + (1 � �)ztb(k); (0 �
� � 1) that satisfies the same norm condition.

Remark: Note that the existence condition expressed by (22)–(24)
can also be used forH1-control problems with constraints other
than time-domain constraints (11). A necessary property of such
constraints is the convexity with respect toQ0; Q1; � � � ; QN�1.
Among them, theH2=H1 problem [7] would be an interesting
application.

Proof of the Theorem:We will show that it is possible to trans-
form (17)–(19) into the equivalent expressions, which are linear with
respect to unknown variables, thus one can recover the LMI structure
once again.

First, by substituting the expressions (16) and (20) forÂ; B̂1;
Ĉ1; NR into (17), we get immediately (22). Thus (17) and (22) are
equivalent.

Next, let us consider (18). Unfortunately, it is not an LMI as it
stands, but it can be transformed to an LMI by the change of a
variable.

Indeed, set

S =WT
1 ŜW1 (28)

where

W1 =

Ip O O � � � O
O Ip O � � � O

. . .
O O � � � Ip O

TN�1 TN�2 � � � T0 In

(29)

Fig. 3. Block diagram for the example.

andTi are defined by (27). From the definition ofTi’s we have

B2[QN�1 QN�2 � � � Q1] + [TN�1 TN�2 � � � T1]

= (A�B1D
+
21C2)[TN�2 TN�1 � � � T0] (30)

and by (8)

C2Tk = 0; k = 0; 1; 2; � � � ; N � 1: (31)

Furthermore, define

W2 =

I(N�1)p 0 0 0
�[TN�2 TN�3 � � � T0] In 0 0

0 �D+
21C2 Im 0

0 0 0 Ip

:

Now multiply both sides of (18) byWT
2 from the left andW2

from the right and substitute (28). Then by making use of (30), (31)
and with a little bit of tedious but straightforward computation, we
can get (23).

Finally, by substitution of (27) into (18), we get

R I
I WT

1 ŜW1
� O

which is obviously equivalent to (24). The inverse ofW1 is given
by (26). This completes the proof.

IV. A COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE

To illustrate the result, let us consider the simple example depicted
in Fig. 3. The plant has the unstable transfer function given by

G(z) =
1

z + 2
:

We are interested in designing a controllerK(z) such that: 1) it
stabilizes the closed loop; 2) the closed-loop transfer functionGzfwf

from wf to zf satisfies

kwTGz w k1 < 1 (32)

to realize the robust stability property against the multiplicative
perturbation, whose upper bound is assumed to bewT ; and 3) the
output zt to the unit impulsive inputwt satisfies

jzt(k)j � 1:7 (k = 0; 1); jzt(k)j � 1 (2 � k � 9):

We assumewT = 0:4 (constant) for simplicity. The generalized plant
corresponding to this example is given by

P (z) =

�2 0 0 1

wT 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
�1 1 1 0

:
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Fig. 4. Impulse response.

Applying the result in the previous section, a twenty-third order
controller was obtained. Then using the balanced realization, it was
reduced to the second-order controller

K(z) =
�1:663z2 + 0:3594z + 0:08772

z2 � 0:1598z� 0:04041
:

The simulation result is illustrated in Fig. 4. The norms
kwTGz w k1 attained by the full and the reduced-order controllers
were, respectively, 0.942 and 0.946, both of which satisfy (32).
All LMI-related computations were performed with MATLAB’s
LMI Control Toolbox [9].

V. CONCLUSION

The H1-control problem with time-domain constraints has been
discussed. The problem has been formulated as a model-matching
problem, to which an LMI technique has been employed. The
dimension of the controllers to be constructed according to the present
theory is3nP +2p2N , wherenP ; p2; N are, respectively, the degree
of the plantP (z), the number of the observed output, and the duration
of the time-domain constraints. Generally this number is not small
and its reduction is necessary. In our example we observed that, using
the balanced realization, considerable reduction of the controller’s
order was possible (this point was also observed in [4]). However,
the general discussion concerning the order reduction remains as one
of the main topics of the future work. With respect to this, it would
be interesting to examine some possibility of using freedom in the
determination ofQ̂(z). The extension to the infinite horizon case and
also the problem of avoiding the possible asymptotic explosion of
the response afterN steps are also important works. For this we can
use the technique developed in [4]–[6]
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